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a b s t r a c t

A typical sensor network application is to monitor objects, including wildlife, vehicles and
events, in which information about an object is periodically sent back to the sink. Many
times, the object needs to be protected for security reasons. However, an adversary can
detect message flows and trace the message back to its source by moving in the reverse
direction of the flows. This paper aims to maximize source location privacy, which is eval-
uated by the adversary’s traceback time, by designing routing protocols that distribute
message flows to different routes. First, we give the performance bound for any routing
scheme. Then, we present our routing schemes, which maximize the adversary’s average
traceback time and achieve max–min traceback time given certain energy constraints.
We then propose WRS, a suboptimal but practical privacy-aware routing scheme, and pro-
vide simulation results. Finally, we extend the discussion to an extreme adversary model,
which allows the adversary to deploy an adversary sensor network to monitor the message
routing activities. Accordingly, we propose a random schedule scheme to confuse the
adversary. To reduce the message delivery time, we give an approximation algorithm for
message routing.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Sensor networks will be prevalent in the near future for
various applications, including object and event monitor-
ing. A common communication paradigm for sensors is
to obtain information about objects or events and send
the data back to a base station (or sink) for further analysis.
The wireless communication path from the object to the
base station may jeopardize the safety of the object if an
adversary, who is capable of detecting the message flow,
traces back to the message source by moving along the re-
versed path. The object, e.g., an animal of an endangered
species, or a vehicle of military aides, may have to be pro-
tected for safety reasons and the related location informa-
tion should not be disclosed. This concern will become
even more serious for future sensor network prevalence
in pervasive computing applications, as the ubiquitous
. All rights reserved.
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information collections doubtlessly encroaches on the pri-
vacy of the people involved.

This paper explores the location privacy problem in
sensor networks. We aim to hide the location of the mes-
sage source and make it more difficult for an adversary
to trace messages back to the source location. We assume
that a security infrastructure, such as secure communica-
tion, has already been built in. That is, no information car-
ried in the message (e.g., packet head) will be disclosed,
allowing the adversary to gain any knowledge about where
the message comes from. The adversary observes the wire-
less communication within a certain detection range and
traces toward the message source by moving, in each step,
to the node that transmits the detected target information.

Many message routing protocols have been proposed
for sensor networks [1–5]. None of them are designed for
location privacy protection. Kamat et al. [6] proposed
Phantom routing to solve a similar privacy issue. However,
as we will show in Section 7.3, the random-walk-based
Phantom routing has poor performance in defending
against the adversary’s traceback, even if the adversary
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has very limited traffic monitoring ability. More recently,
Metha et al. [7] and Shao et al. [8]propose source location
protection schemes under a global traffic analyzer. The two
approaches only partially solve the problem. The ConstRate
and k-anonymity [7] schemes rely on global sensor stimu-
lation and are very resource demanding. FitProbRate [8],
however, sacrifices location privacy for short message
delivery delay. As we will present in Section 8, our solution
minimizes message delay while still achieving the perfect
location privacy in the presence of a global attacker.

In this paper, we start the discussion from a simple
model where there is only one source node and one adver-
sary, and the adversary always starts the traceback from
the sink location. As we will show in Sections 4.1 and
6.4, our theoretical model can also be applied for multiple
adversaries and multiple data sources. The time for the
adversary to trace back to the source is a natural metric
for location privacy. Even if the adversary has limited mon-
itoring power, the adversary can follow any random mes-
sage path and thus trace back to the message source. We
use average traceback time and the possible minimal
traceback time it takes for an adversary to reach the source
as two metrics for location privacy. Average traceback time
signifies an expected performance for location privacy. The
minimal traceback time, which shows the worst case sce-
nario, assumes that the adversary has the best luck possi-
ble, taking the route with the shortest time to find the
source.

We address the location privacy issue under a complete
adversary model. When the adversary has limited detect-
ing power, we design routing algorithms to maximize the
traceback time. We formulate this problem as an optimiza-
tion problem constrained by the energy budgets that are
allowed for use in message routing. To gain more under-
standing about this issue, we have tried to look at the prob-
lem from different perspectives. First, we give an
approximation of the performance bound in a generalized
scenario as a guideline for network routing design. Our re-
sult indicates that the traceback time is proportional to the
number of nodes involved in routing. Given a certain sen-
sor density, the number of nodes participating in message
routing indicates the degree of how dispersed in the mes-
sage routes, which produces longer and more scrambled
routing paths that delay the adversary’s traceback pro-
gress. Then, we show how to optimize the routing perfor-
mance by considering several special cases in which fixed
routes are given. The fixed routes are also categorized as
routes that are well separated, without intersection in
the middle and splicing routes. Although this seems quite
restricted, many applications fit in these constraints. For
example, an application may require the routes to be well
separated so that the adversary has little chance to capture
sufficient messages for message content decryption. In
addition, many applications also dictate fixed routes to
avoid certain dangerous areas where adversaries gather,
or to force the routes to pass through certain points for var-
ious reasons such as information multicast or data
aggregation.

When the adversary is more powerful, e.g., being capa-
ble of deploying a sensor network to monitor the traffic, we
propose a random schedule scheme in which each node
transmits at a certain time slot in a fixed period such that
the adversary would not be able to profile the difference in
communication patterns among all the nodes. Obviously,
this scheme requires a large number of sensors to partici-
pate in the message transmission between the source
and the sink, so that only a very small portion of these sen-
sors (which are on the routing path) transmit the valid
messages; others just send dummy messages. From the
adversary’s point of view, the sensors in the whole area
are flooding messages and no routing path can be inferred
from the communication pattern. As radio communication
consumes a significant amount of energy in sensors, our
goal is to minimize the message transmission delay so as
to keep this ‘‘flooding” period as short as possible. There
are two ways to reduce the message transmission delay:
either increase the data rate or use more routes between
the source and the sink. Considering that the message rate
at the forwarding nodes cannot be changed (otherwise the
adversary would easily identify the message forwarding
nodes and then the routing path), the problem of minimiz-
ing the message transmitting delay is equivalent in finding
as many disjoint routing paths as possible so that more
message packets can be routed in parallel. We give an
approximation algorithm to find the optimal k disjoint
routing paths to deliver the data messages.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to
formulate the location privacy as an optimization problem.
This paper aims to build a theoretical foundation for pri-
vacy-aware routing in sensor networks. Several papers
have worked on different routing schemes for location pri-
vacy preservation, but little is known about the theoretical
bounds for those schemes. We also show how to mathe-
matically analyze the performance in terms of location pri-
vacy. This paper does not consider all schemes for
preserving location privacy, but examines only routing
protocols in which messages follow predefined routes.
2. Related work

Internet anonymity and privacy problems have received
extensive attention [9–14]. The location privacy discussed
in this paper has two fundamental differences from prior
work. First, Internet anonymity relies upon channel se-
crecy (e.g., secret keys) to protect logical location privacy,
while location privacy in this paper addresses the issue
of physical location privacy. For example, there is a strong
connection between the message header and the identity
of the Internet users, while this kind of binding does not
exist in wireless sensor networks. Instead, the location of
the source sensor node is detected by the radio signal
rather than the message content, given the assumption
that all messages are encrypted. Second, there is no power
constraint for Internet users, but energy is one of the most
critical issues in sensor networks. In the Internet, a user
may choose any number of proxies [12] or join in a large
and geographically diverse crowd [11] to achieve anonym-
ity. On the contrary, the energy budget in sensor networks
is extremely constrained.

In [15], Wright et al. described the predecessor attack
and the setup attack that are effective against various ano-
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Fig. 1. Adversary’s radio detection model: The portable or car-based
Radio Direction Finder is equipped with multiple antennas, shown as A1
and A2. With multiple separate receivers, the adversary can easily use
triangulation to locate the transmitting sensor node.
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nymity schemes, including Crowds [11], DC-Net [10],
Onion routing [12] and MIX-net [9]. Similarly, their pro-
posed attacking techniques rely on message content anal-
ysis, except for multiple collaborating adversaries and
timing analysis. As indicated previously, we do not con-
sider this type of attack since we assume that proper
encryption has already been applied to the message con-
tent (including packet header) so that no content informa-
tion is revealed. As we will show, our discussion and
proposed schemes do address the multiple-adversary
problem and timing analysis attack. In particular, our anal-
ysis of optimum routing schemes under the adversary
model with limited detecting power is also valid when
there are multiple adversaries conducting traceback simul-
taneously, and so is our proposed random schedule scheme
when our sensor field is globally monitored by an adver-
sary sensor network. To defend against the timing analysis
threat under the global adversary model, our random sche-
dule scheme is designed to hide the real message routing
path and therefore defeat the adversary’s timing analysis
attack.

Much work has been done in providing security to sen-
sor networks [16–21]. However, encrypted message con-
tent cannot defeat the adversary’s traffic analysis and
traceback to the source object location.

Several papers [22–27] discussed privacy and anonym-
ity issues in wireless communications, and propose
solutions by manipulating the message contents. The ap-
proaches proposed in [22–24] either encrypt or modify
the message content (data cloaking) to confuse the adver-
sary and achieve privacy. The Mist Routers [25] offered
both location privacy and anonymous communication in
ubiquitous computing environments by combining a hier-
archical mixed network and a message encryption scheme.
In comparison, Jiang et al. [26] and Fu et al. [27] address
the privacy issue from the traffic analysis perspective. Jiang
et al. [26] proposed a cover mode to keep the protected
message flow indistinguishable from the rest of the traffic.
Fu et al. [27] designed a digital filtering technology to de-
feat the flow marking attacks that could degrade anonym-
ity. In contrast to their schemes, this paper addresses the
location privacy threat due to the physical wireless med-
ium that allows the adversary to perform traffic analysis
to derive the message flows.

The papers most relevant to our work about privacy in
sensor networks are [28,6–8]. Ozturk et al. addressed con-
cern about the originator location privacy [28] in sensor
networks. They identified the location privacy issue by
using a vivid example Panda–Hunter Game, then discussed
a possible encryption and routing scheme to prevent the
adversary (hunter) from locating the panda. Kamat et al.
[6] continued the work and proposed the Phantom routing
scheme. Message delivery in Phantom routing is conducted
in two phases: First, messages are routed a fixed number of
hops by using random walk; Second, after finishing ran-
dom walking, messages are delivered to the sink by using
flooding or single path routing. Compared to the routing
scheme (e.g., shortest-path routing) without any privacy
protection, Phantom routing can achieve a certain degree
of location privacy, even though the performance is not
satisfying (as we will show in our simulation results).
The drawback of this approach is lacking the intuition of
routing strategy. In comparison, this paper presents the
theoretical foundation in designing a privacy-aware rout-
ing in sensor networks. More recently, Metha et al. [7]
and Shao et al. [8] proposed location privacy protection
schemes under the presence of a global eavesdropper, the
second adversary model considered in this paper. Mehta
et al. presented two techniques: periodic collection and
source simulation. However, the paper does not present
the detailed routing scheme that delivers data to the sink
during the collecting period. Meanwhile, the source simu-
lation scheme is limited to applications which the source
moving pattern is pre-known. The FitProbRate scheme pro-
posed by Shao et al. greatly shortens the message delay
with the price of sacrificing source location privacy. In
comparison, we strive for achieving the minimum message
delay and perfect location privacy at the same time under
the presence of a global eavesdropper.

For our extended adversary model, we use node disjoint
k minimal weight paths, which has been discussed in [29–
34].

3. Network and adversary model

We consider a wireless sensor network consisting of
sensor nodes that are uniformly and randomly scattered
in a sensor field. Each node has the capabilities to collect
data and route data to the sink in a multihop fashion. In
this paper, we assume sensor nodes are evenly distributed
in the sensor field and do not move after being deployed.

We consider two types of adversary models in this pa-
per. First, we focus on the single-adversary model. It will
be shown in the next section that the (limited) multiple-
adversary model still obeys the general performance of
our adversary model. Once an adversary gets close to the
source, the source will be disclosed. This may not be true
in all cases, but in many scenarios the adversary is capable
of detecting the source by other means (other than eaves-
dropping) within a certain range. We describe the adver-
sary’s radio detection model as follows. The adversary
may carry a portable or car based Radio Direction Finder
[35]. This type of device is normally equipped with two
or multiple separate antennas. As shown in Fig. 1, the
adversary has two antennas A1 and A2. Upon receiving
radio signal from the antennas, the adversary can easily tri-
angulate on the transmitter. It is also very possible that
two or more adversaries work together. By applying cur-
rent sensor node localization techniques, they can easily
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pin-point the location of the transmitter. Once detecting a
message signal, the adversary quickly moves to the trans-
mitter’s location and starts the next message detecting.
By repeating this procedure, the adversary can trace back
on the message routing path and finally locate the source
node. In this paper, we assume the adversary’s radio detec-
tion is always successful and correct. Second, we extend
our discussion to more powerful adversaries. In the worst
case, the adversaries may deploy a similar sensor network
to monitor every activity at every location. Under such sit-
uation, any routing scheme proposed for the first adversary
model will fail to protect location privacy because the
source sensor node activity will be immediately detected
by the adversary’s deployed sensors.

Many routing schemes are constrained by energy con-
sumption. We use a very simple energy consumption mod-
el: each transmission of a message (i.e., a packet) by a node
costs one unit of energy. The energy consumption for
receiving and the node’s sleep/wake-up schedule can be
carefully considered to fit into this model. We omit this de-
tail due to space constraints. In the rest of the paper, the
number of messages sent in total and the energy consump-
tion are all normalized. We assume each data packet has
enough space to carry one message. In this case, the
amount of consumed energy for a message is equal to
the path length. Thus we use energy and path length
interchangeably.

We model network routes in a directed graph. An edge
ðA;BÞ exists if and only if AB is a valid link in one of the
routes. Our goal is to assign message flow to all the links
(the route segments) so that the traceback time can be
maximized. After the message flow is assigned, the routing
becomes simple: each node randomly picks a downstream
node for message relay according to the flow distribution.
In the rest of the paper, except when specified, all of the
routing schemes follow this message distribution model.
4. Performance bound analysis

Given a sensor network, we are interested in finding the
ultimate location privacy we can achieve. In this section,
we first develop the performance bound under the
assumption that the adversary has the same radio detec-
tion range as the sensors’ transmission range. Then, we re-
lax the constraints of the adversary’s model and allow the
adversary to trace back more than one hop each time. Fi-
nally, we present our simulation results from our discrete
event-based simulations. The performance bound is an
approximation of the adversary traceback time; it is by
no means an accurate result.

4.1. Performance bound for general routing schemes

To study the performance bound of general routing
schemes, we consider a sensor field with randomly and
evenly distributed N nodes participating in message rout-
ing. Let FreqðiÞ be the frequency of messages seen at sensor
node i. We denote L as the average routing path length, and
normalize the sensor node’s transmission range to 1.
Therefore, L is actually the number of hops between the
source node and the sink, averaged over all routes. In this
paper, we assume the message rate, m, is small enough
so that the time interval for sending any two consecutive
messages is much larger than the time that it takes the
adversary to travel from one node to another. We denote
Tc as the traceback time for the adversary to traverse a
routing path with L sensors. At node i, it takes 1

FreqðiÞ units
of time for the adversary to catch the next message. In to-
tal, the traceback time is

Tc ¼
XL

i¼1

1
FreqðiÞ : ð1Þ

Note Eq. (1) is very general and can be applied to any rout-
ing scenario, including multi-path and random routing.
When the routing paths are not evenly distributed, and
the messages are not evenly dispersed, it is possible that
the adversary traceback time on different routing paths
can be different. In that case, Eq. (1) is still valid even
though the value of Tc would be different for different
paths.

For each message generated from the source node, on
average it will be propagated L hops along the path from
the source node to the sink. Within a time unit, each of
m messages reaches L sensor nodes in the sensor field.
On the other hand, the total number of routed messages
within a time unit can also be given by

PN
i¼1FreqðiÞ.

Therefore

XN

i¼1

FreqðiÞ ¼ m � L: ð2Þ

If the routing paths are evenly distributed in the sensor
field, and the source node randomly and uniformly picks
a path for each message, the participating sensor nodes
have approximately the same message frequency Freq.
Then Eqs. (1) and (2) will become

Tc ¼ L=Freq; ð3Þ
N � Freq ¼ m � L: ð4Þ

Combining Eqs. (3) with (4), we have

Tc ¼ N=m: ð5Þ

Note that the above results also apply to the multiple-
adversary model. Suppose K adversaries collaborate and
trace back the messages at the same time. In the best case
(for traceback), the adversaries are tracing on K indepen-
dent routing paths. The traceback is 1=K times of that of
one adversary. Therefore, the traceback time for multiple
adversaries still obeys the general performance of the sin-
gle-adversary model.

4.2. Performance bound analysis

In the previous subsection, we assume the adversary is
tracing back one hop each time. Given a longer radio detec-
tion ability, the adversary can trace back h hops ðh > 1Þ
each time. Therefore, Eq. (1) should be rewritten as

Tc ¼
XdL=he

i¼1

1
FreqðiÞ : ð6Þ
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Combining Eq. (6) with Eq. (4), we have

Tc ¼
N � dL=he

m � L � N
h �m : ð7Þ

Compared with Eq. (5), Eq. (7) introduces one more factor
h. The average traceback time is inversely proportion to
adversary detection range h.

Eqs. (5) and (7) reveal that the adversary’s average
traceback time is determined by the number of nodes in-
volved, the message rate, and the adversary’s detection
ability. Considering the message rate and the detection
model are relatively stable, the only solution that increases
location privacy is to have more sensor nodes involved in
message routing, which means the routing paths should
be dispersed into a larger area.

4.3. Simulation results

We have built a discrete event simulator to study the
performance bound of general routing schemes. As shown
in Fig. 2, we set up a rectangular sensor field with length of
800 m. The sensor node’s transmission range is 20 m. In or-
der to simulate the scenario where each involved sensor
node has the same message frequency, we design the sim-
ulation scheme as follows. On edge AB, we deploy a num-
ber of source nodes (the number depends on the length
of AB) so that the distance between every two consecutive
source nodes is 20 m. For example, given the length 80 m
in Fig. 2, we deploy three sensor nodes n1; n2, and n3. Then,
we deploy the same number of destination nodes on the
other edge CD, with the destination nodes paired with dif-
ferent source nodes. For example, n1 and n4 form one pair,
n2 and n5 form another pair. For each time unit, we ran-
domly pick a source node on AB and send a message to
its paired destination node on CD. The message routing fol-
lows the geographic routing scheme. The adversary can
start from any position on CD. A traceback procedure ends
as soon as the adversary reaches any position on AB. In or-
der to change the number of nodes involved in routing, we
change the width of the network field with the same node
density. In a larger network field, we can use more routes
and thus more nodes for routing. We use three possible
adversary detection ranges in our simulation: 20 m, 30 m
and 40 m.

We present our simulation results in Fig. 3. Instead of
using traceback time T, we actually use the number of mes-
sages, for simplicity and accuracy. Eq. (5) can be rewritten
as

m � Tc ¼ N: ð8Þ
n1

n2

n3

n4

n5

n6

A

B

C

D

800m

80m

Fig. 2. Network setup for performance bound simulation.
m � Tc in the left hand side of Eq. (8) is the number of mes-
sages the adversary needs in order to reach the source
node. Fig. 3 shows that the adversary’s traceback time
grows linearly with the increasing number of involved sen-
sor nodes under all three different detection models. More-
over, the slope for the detection range of 40 m is
approximately twice the slope for the detection range of
20 m, which also matches Eq. (7).

5. Average traceback time

We have given the approximate performance estima-
tion for any routing scheme, but how to design a routing
strategy to maximize the traceback time is still a question.
In this section and the next section, we explore the optimal
routing strategies under two different performance met-
rics: average traceback time and minimal traceback time.
This section presents the optimal routing scheme that
maximize the average traceback time. We assume the
routes are well separated so that there is no transmission
interference between any node pair from any two routes,
and that the adversary tracing on one route is not able to
detect the messages on another route. We start from a sim-
ple example with two routing paths. Then, we generalize
the problem with n routes.

Suppose we have the routing scenario shown in Fig. 4.
Source node sk has the choice to send messages to either
of two routing paths with length1 l1 and l2 (from now on,
we use l1 and l2 to represent the two paths, respectively).
Suppose sk chooses l1 with probability p1, and chooses l2

with probability p2 ðp1 þ p2 ¼ 1Þ. Paths l1 and l2 intersect
at point A, where the adversary is located. Once the adver-
sary starts tracing on one routing path, she will not be able
to detect the message on the other path. Therefore, the
adversary traceback time along l1 is l1=p1. Similarly, the
traceback time along l2 is l2=p2. Starting from point A, the
adversary has probability p1 to get a message coming from
l1 and probability p2 to get a message coming from l2. The
adversary’s average traceback time, Ta, can be given by

Ta ¼ p1 �
l1

p1
þ p2 �

l2

p2
¼ l1 þ l2: ð9Þ
1 By length we mean the number of hops on that route.
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Let E be the amount of energy required to deliver a mes-
sage from the source to the sink. We assume that the two
routes can be chosen from a range of routes with length
between l0 and lm ðE 6 lmÞ. Given the following constraints:

lm P l1; l2 P l0;

p1 þ p2 ¼ 1;
p1l1 þ p2l2 6 E 6 lm;

ð10Þ

the average traceback time Ta is maximized when l1 þ l2

achieves its largest possible value. Without loss of general-
ity, we assume l1 6 l2. To maximize l1 þ l2, we first increase
l2. Notice that the largest possible value of l2 is lm, and
l1 6

E�p2 l2
p1

, so we have

Ta ¼ l1 þ l2 6
Eþ lmð2p1 � 1Þ

p1
¼ E� lm

p1
þ 2lm: ð11Þ

Since E� lm 6 0, the maximum value of Ta is achieved
when p1 ¼ 1. Therefore, MaxðTaÞ ¼ Eþ lm. Note that the va-
lue of MaxðTaÞ cannot be reached unless lm ¼ E. The reason
is that if p1 ¼ 1, then p2 ¼ 0, and we cannot use Eq. (9) to
calculate traceback time. Instead, the traceback time
Ta ¼ l1=p1 ¼ l1.

Now, let us consider the routing scenario with n paths.
The average traceback time Ta ¼ l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln, and our
goal is to maximize l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln. We still assume that
each path can choose a length between l0 and lm ðE 6 lmÞ.

Theorem 1. Given n routing paths ðl1; l2; . . . ; lnÞ connecting
the source node sk and point A, messages can be routed from
sk to point A through any of the paths. Suppose that these n
routes do not intersect at anywhere except at point A. The
adversary can then detect the message from any path at point
A. Once the adversary starts the traceback procedure on one of
the n paths, she cannot detect the message signal from the
other paths. Let P ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; png be the message probabil-
ity distribution on fl1; l2; . . . ; lng (note p1 þ p2 þ � � � þ pn ¼ 1).
Therefore, the adversary’s average traceback time
Ta ¼ l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln. If we have the following energy
constraints:

l0 6 l1; l2; � � � ; ln 6 lm;

l1p1 þ l2p2 þ � � � þ lnpn 6 E;
ð12Þ

the maximum average traceback time MaxðTaÞ ¼ ðn� 1Þ�
lm þ E.

Proof 1. We can choose l2 ¼ l3 ¼ � � � ¼ ln�1 ¼ lm and l1 ¼ E.
Then Ta ¼ l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln ¼ ðn� 1Þ � lm þ E. This can be
achieved by distributing all of the flow to l1 and assigning
message probability 0 to l2; l3; . . . ; ln. The average traceback
time is maximized because there must exist a path with
length no greater than E (which is l1), and all other paths
have the maximal length. h
Now, let us consider another variation of the problem.
Suppose we have n fixed routes with fixed length
l1 6 l2 6 � � � 6 ln, and the adversary chooses any path with
equal probability 1=n, which is the case when the adver-
sary starts its tracing from a random point in the middle
of the network. The best strategy for distributing the mes-
sage flows is to assign probability 1 to l1 and probability 0
to all other routes, which makes the average traceback
time Ta ¼ ðl1=p1 þ l2=p2 þ � � � þ ln=pnÞ=n to be infinity.

The above analysis states that many routes have to be
left unused or used very rarely to maximize the average
traceback time. This is true if the adversary does not
change position and always waits for the next message
on the previous selected traceback path. However, the
adversary is normally smarter. Instead of remaining static
at one point and waiting for the next message, the adver-
sary may roam around to discover other traceback routes
which carry messages more frequently. In case the adver-
sary finds the route that is assigned for message routing
with probability 1, the traceback time would immediately
be increased to Ta ¼ l1. Therefore, we believe the average
traceback time cannot characterize the real scenario. In
the next section, we propose a more realistic performance
metric: minimal traceback time.
6. Max–min traceback time

In the previous section, we have seen that the average
traceback time leads to an unreasonable solution and could
not characterize the real scenario. Here we propose an-
other more realistic performance metric for location pri-
vacy: minimal traceback time, which captures the worst
case scenario. Routing schemes with good performance in
terms of the average traceback time may perform poorly
in the worst case. For example, consider the optimal rout-
ing scheme for average traceback time described in the
previous section. In the worst case, the adversary may pick
the shortest routing path with length l1 ¼ E and message
probability p1 � 1. The adversary’s minimum traceback
time is l1=p1 � E. Thus, in the worst case, the optimal
scheme performs no better than a single routing path with
the length of E.

In the following, we first consider the message routes
that are well separated so that they have no common node
other than source and sink, then we investigate the splic-
ing routes that are tangled together. For well-separated
routes, we consider which routing scheme is optimal given
energy consumption constraints. We look at two scenarios:
a route can take an arbitrary length and a set of fixed
routes, and we find the optimal message flow distribution
for them. In the splicing route case, we also look at a set of
fixed routes to see how to distribute flows.

6.1. Max–min traceback time for length-adjustable routes

In order to maximize the adversary’s minimum trace-
back time, we should avoid following two situations: (1)
the majority of messages are routed through minority
routes; (2) one or several routing path lengths are signifi-
cantly shorter than the rest of the routing paths. Given
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the same power constraints as in Eq. (12), we arrange the n
routing paths in the way shown in Fig. 5. All routing paths
are parallel with each other without any intersection be-
tween sk and A. Since the length of routing paths is adjust-
able, we let l1 ¼ l2 ¼ � � � ¼ ln ¼ E. The source node sk

randomly and uniformly distributes the messages to these
n routes. Obviously, the adversary’s traceback time on all n
routing paths is nE. Therefore, the adversary’s minimum
traceback time under this routing scheme is nE. Now, we
show that nE is the max–min traceback time.

Theorem 2. Given n routing paths ðl1; l2; . . . ; lnÞ connecting
the source node sk and point A, messages can be routed from
sk to point A through any path. Let P ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; png be the
message probability distribution for paths fl1; l2; . . . ; lng (note
p1 þ p2 þ � � � þ pn ¼ 1). If there are the following energy
constraints:

l0 6 l1; l2; . . . ; ln 6 lm;

l1p1 þ l2p2 þ � � � þ lnpn 6 E;
ð13Þ

the max–min traceback time TMax�Min ¼ nE.

Proof 2. For any routing path distribution li and

pi;1 6 i 6 n, we want to find Max Min li
pi

n on o
. Suppose we

have the constraints given in (13). Let ai ¼ li=pi;1 6 i 6 n,
and the energy constraint can be written as a1p2

1 þ a2p2
2þ

� � � þ anp2
n 6 E. Suppose there is a path k ð1 6 k 6 nÞ; ak ¼

MinðaiÞ. We have a1p2
1 þ a2p2

2 þ � � � þ anp2
n P akp2

1 þ akp2
2þ

� � � þ akp2
n ¼ ðp2

1 þ � � � þ p2
nÞak. Therefore, ak 6

E
p2

1þ���þp2
n
. Since

p2
1 þ � � � þ p2

n P ðp1þ���þpnÞ2
n ¼ 1=n, so ak ¼ Minfli=pig 6 nE.

Finally, Max Min li
pi

n on o
¼ nE. h

6.2. Max–min traceback time for length-fixed routes

Suppose there are n fixed routes with length
l1 6 l2 6 � � � 6 ln. They are well separated from each other
so that any pair of routes intersect only at the source and
the sink. Our goal is to find the optimal message probabil-
ity distribution fp1; p2; . . . ; png that maximizes the adver-
sary’s minimum traceback time under the energy
constraint l1p1 þ l2p2 þ � � � þ lnpn 6 E.

As we have discussed in the previous section, for the n
routes with the energy constraint E, the max–min value
of the adversary’s minimum traceback time is achieved
when the traceback time is the same for every path.
Likewise, to achieve maximal minimal traceback time, we
have to force all the routes to have the same traceback
time. If we do not have the energy constraint, a possible
solution is to assign the following message distribution:
l n

l1

Sk A

Fig. 5. n routing paths are arranged to be parallel with each other.
p1 ¼ l1
l1þl2þ���þln

; p2 ¼ l2
l1þl2þ���þln

; . . . ; pn ¼ ln
l1þl2þ���þln

. It is a valid
message distribution because p1 þ p2 þ � � � þ pn ¼ 1. Now,
the corresponding energy consumption becomes

p1l1 þ p2l2 þ � � � þ pnln ¼
l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2n
l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln

: ð14Þ

Therefore, the solution is feasible when the energy con-
sumption in Eq. (14) is less than or equal to E. Obviously, if
our energy budget is sufficient (satisfies the above condi-
tion), this routing scheme maximizes the adversary’s min-
imum traceback time. This can be explained as follows. The
above scheme achieves the same traceback time –
l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln on all n routing paths. If we try to increase
the traceback time on a specific route i, we need to reduce
the amount of messages on route i. Those messages that
originally go through route i should be re-distributed to
other routes. Then, the route that gets these extra mes-
sages will have a larger message probability. As a result,
the corresponding traceback time will be less than the ori-
ginal value. Therefore, the traceback time l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ ln is
the optimal value when E is large enough to cover the rout-
ing energy expenditure.

However, since our energy budget is usually tight,
which means the value of E is less than the value in Eq.
(14), then how do we distribute the messages? Without
loss of generality, for a given E, assume we can find k such
that the first k routes satisfy the energy constraint by using
the above routing strategy, but the first kþ 1 routes exceed
the energy constraint E by using such a scheme. In mathe-
matical expression, we have

l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2
k

l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk
6 E;

l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2
kþ1

l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lkþ1
> E:

ð15Þ

If we only use the first k routes, we can achieve the adver-
sary’s minimum traceback time as l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk. Notice
that we have not used up our energy budget yet, so we
can do better because we have not used the rest of the
n� k routes yet. Imagine we can move a portion of mes-
sages from the first k routes to route kþ 1, so that the
traceback time for each of k routes increases at the same
rate while the total energy consumption just reaches the
value of E. If we use Ts to represent the new traceback time
for the first k paths, p1; p2; . . . ; pk can be written as
l1
Ts
; l2

Ts
; . . . ; lk

Ts
, respectively. Therefore, we have

l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2
k

Ts
þ pkþ1lkþ1 ¼ E;

l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk

Ts
þ pkþ1 ¼ 1:

ð16Þ

Combining the above equations, we get Ts ¼
l1ðlkþ1�l1Þþl2ðlkþ1�l2Þþ���þlkðlkþ1�lkÞ

lkþ1�E . At this time, pkþ1 ¼
Ts�l1�l2�����lk

Ts
,

so the adversary’s traceback time on route kþ 1 is

lkþ1=pkþ1 ¼
Ts

ðTs � l1 � l2 � � � � � lkÞ=lkþ1
: ð17Þ

Since l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk < Ts < l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk þ lkþ1; Ts � l1�
l2 � � � � � lk < lkþ1, the adversary’s traceback time on route
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Fig. 7. A portion of a splicing network.
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kþ 1 is longer than Ts. Now, we need to prove that Ts is the
optimal solution that we can achieve.

Theorem 3. Let k ð0 6 k 6 nÞ be an integer such that the
following inequalities are satisfied:

l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2
k

l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lk
6 E;

l2
1 þ l2

2 þ � � � þ l2
kþ1

l1 þ l2 þ � � � þ lkþ1
> E:

ð18Þ

Assume Ts ¼ l1ðlkþ1�l1Þþl2ðlkþ1�l2Þþ���þlkðlkþ1�lkÞ
lkþ1�E . Then

pi ¼
li=Ts; 1 6 i 6 k;
Ts�l1�l2�����lk

Ts
; i ¼ kþ 1;

0; i > kþ 1

8><
>:

gives the optimal message probability distribution on all of the
routes.

Proof 3. Assume we have another routing scheme that can
achieve a longer value of the adversary’s minimum trace-
back time. Compared with the above scheme, the new
scheme should achieve a longer traceback time on each of
the first k routes. Therefore, the message probability on
each of the first k routes should be reduced to smaller val-
ues, which is equal to ‘‘moving” some portion of messages
from the first k routes to the rest of the n� k routes. Since
we know that the total energy consumption for our pro-
posed scheme is E and in the new scheme we transport
message flows from a shorter route to a longer route, the
energy consumption for the new scheme will increase, that
is, be greater than E, which means that the new scheme
violates the energy constraint. Therefore, our proposed
scheme is the optimal solution with respect to all the
constraints. h
6.3. Max–min traceback time for splicing network

In many situations, it is not easy to find and deploy
well-separated routing paths such as those in Fig. 6 due
to sensor field size and the sensor nodes’ power con-
straints. Considering that a long routing path may require
a number of remote sensor nodes to participate in the mes-
sage forwarding task, it is not only a disadvantage in power
saving (the operations switching between sleep and active
status consumes a lot of power), but also brings about
security concerns. Although we disperse our messages into
as many routing paths as possible to prevent the possible
adversary’s traceback, we do want to restrain the messages
to a limited area.
l1

l2

l3

l4

SR

ln

A

Fig. 6. n length-fixed routing paths between sk and A.
A general routing scenario can be shown by a directed
graph in Fig. 7. Since we are using splicing network routes,
the routing scheme is a little bit different from the previous
ones. Each node determines which neighbor to send a mes-
sage to according to some probability. Our goal is to find
the message probability distribution that maximizes the
adversary’s traceback time in the worst case. As we ex-
plained in the previous subsection, the max–min traceback
time is achieved when the adversary has the same amount
of traceback time on all paths. Note that such an optimum
message distribution can be calculated at a centralized
node, such as the sink. Since sensor nodes are static, the
network topology information can be used to derive the
optimum message distributions. Next, we show how to
quantitatively determine the message distribution.

As an example, we only focus on two of the routing
paths from the source to the sink. Each path is composed
of a number of edges. Suppose the upper path (route 1)
has n edges, while the lower path (route 2) has m edges.
We denote lij as the length of the jth edge of path i, pij as
the message probability of the jth edge of path i. Therefore,
the adversary’s traceback time on the upper routing path
can be written as l11

p11
þ l12

p12
þ � � � þ l1n

p1n
. Similarly, the traceback

time for the lower path is l21
p21
þ l22

p22
þ � � � þ l2m

p2m
. Thus, we have

the equation

l11

p11
þ l12

p12
þ � � � þ l1n

p1n
¼ l21

p21
þ l22

p22
þ � � � þ l2m

p2m
: ð19Þ

Since the edges normally do not change after the sensor
network is deployed, the values of length lij are constants.
We only need to determine the message probabilities of
the edges. Based on the observation that a message routing
graph is very similar to multi-loop electric circuits (consid-
ering the message flow as the electric currents, and the
edge length as the electric voltage), it is natural to apply
Kirchhoff’s Rules [36] to solve the message probabilities
in the routing graph. First, let us define three terms similar
to those in the electric circuits, junction, branch and loop.

Definition 1. A junction is a sensor node where at least
three routing paths meet. The exceptions are the source
node and the sink. No matter how many routing paths they
are connected to, the source node and the sink are always
regarded as junctions.

Definition 2. A branch is a routing edge or several serially
concatenated edges between two junctions. A branch may
consist of several edges because the nodes on the concate-
nation points are not junctions. In other words, those edges
have the same message probability and can be treated as
one routing path unit.
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Definition 3. A loop is composed of two routing paths
between a starting junction and an ending junction. Both
routing paths begin at the starting junction and end at
the ending junction, and they do not intersect at any other
junction. Messages can be routed on either path from the
starting junction to the ending junction. Each routing path
may consist of one or more branches.

Here, our loop is different from a conventional ‘‘routing
loop”, which means the situation where a node receives a
message which was previously forwarded by itself. We as-
sume a ‘‘routing loop” is prevented in our routing protocol
and will never happen. In our routing scheme, messages
are always moving forward from the source to the destina-
tion. For example, the two routing paths in Fig. 7 form a
loop. Similar to the multi-loop circuit, we can utilize Kirch-
hoff’s Rules to find the message probability for each
branch. Here we re-write Kirchhoff’s Rules for routing in
a splicing network:

Kirchhoff’s First Rule: the junction rule. The sum of the
message probability coming into a junction is equal to
the sum leaving the junction.
Kirchhoff’s Second Rule: the loop rule. The adversary’s
end-to-end traceback time on two paths of a loop is
the same.

Based on Kirchhoff’s Rules, we can write the junction
equations and loop equations by following three steps:

– On the directed routing graph, label the message flow
and flow direction in branch.

– Use Kirchhoff’s first rule to write down a message prob-
ability equation for each junction. In general, if there are
J junctions in a routing graph, we need to write J � 1
junction equations. The equation for the remaining junc-
tion is redundant and can be derived from the other
J � 1 equations.

– Use Kirchhoff’s second rule to write down loop equa-
tions for as many loops as needed to include each
branch at least once. To find a loop, we need to pick a
starting node and an ending node, then try to find two
different paths which both begin and end at these two
nodes. At the same time, they do not meet at any third
node. When writing the loop equations, we need to
make sure equations are independent with respect to
each other. A loop equation is guaranteed to be indepen-
dent as long as there is at least one new branch (that has
not previously appeared in other equations) in the loop.
In general, if there are B branches and J junctions in a
routing graph, in total we will have B� J þ 1 indepen-
dent loop equations.

Solving the above equations, we can get the optimal
message distribution for each path in the splicing network.

6.4. Multiple source objects

In the previous two sections, we have explored the opti-
mal routing strategies in a network where there is only one
data source and one adversary. In the real world, this kind
of network model is rare and restricted. One may wonder
whether privacy-aware routing is necessary if there are
multiple data sources in the network because the routing
messages from multiple data sources that may already
confuse the adversary. In this section, we extend our dis-
cussion to a network with multiple objects. We explain
why multiple data sources cannot confuse the adversary’s
tracing, so that the location privacy issue is still valid even
with multiple source. Our result can also be applied to mo-
bile objects.

Without loss of generality, we start our discussion with
two data objects. If the two objects (under sensing) are lo-
cated far away from each other and their message routing
paths do not intersect at all, it is identical to our single
source network model and all of our results can be applied.
Therefore, we assume the two routing paths intersect at
least once as shown in Fig. 8. Suppose that two data
sources, s1 and s2, send messages to the sink (where the
adversary is located) along the routes l1 and l2, respec-
tively. l1 and l2 intersect at B before they reach the sink.

As discussed in Section 5, if s1 is the only data source,
the adversary traceback time to s1 is l1. Similarly, the trace-
back time to s2 is l2. If l1 and l2 do not intersect, the average
traceback time to either s1 or s2 is l1þl2

2 (assume the data
rate is the same). Now we examine whether multiple data
sources confuse the adversary’s traceback, or increase the
traceback time. When two routes intersect at B; l1 is di-
vided into l11 and l12, and l2 is divided into l21 and l22. Since
the data rate from s1 and s2 is the same, the adversary at A
has the same probability to detect messages from l12 and
l22. Therefore, the traceback time from A to B, denoted at
TAB, is l12þl22

2 . Similarly, at point B, the adversary has 1
2 prob-

ability of tracing on either l11 or l21. The expected traceback
time for the adversary to reach either of the two data
sources from B, denoted as TBS, is l11þl21

2 . In total, the ex-
pected traceback time to reach either s1 or s2 from A is
TAB þ TBS ¼ l12þl22

2 þ l11þl21
2 = l1þl2

2 . This result concludes that
the adversary’s expected traceback time (to reach either
source) does not increase when there are two data sources
with intersecting routing paths.

We have studied how multiple sources affect the trace-
back time to any one of the data sources; now let us focus
on the traceback time for a specific data source. We still
use the routing example in Fig. 8. Without a data source
s2, the traceback time to s1 is l1. After s2 is introduced,
the average traceback time from A to s1 (suppose the
adversary takes the route l11 at B), denoted as TAS1 , changes
to l12þl22

2 þ l11. The difference, denoted as Tdiff , can be com-
puted as

Tdiff ¼ l1 �
l12 þ l22

2
þ l11 ¼

l12 � l22

2
: ð20Þ
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Therefore, after the second data source is introduced, the
change of the traceback time to the first source depends
on the difference between l12 and l22. Note that both l12

and l22 are routes between B and A. Using the general rout-
ing schemes in sensor networks, the length of l12 and l22

should be very close to each other. Tdiff thus is approximate
to 0. Finally, we conclude that multiple data sources do not
help confuse the adversary’s tracing and increase the trace-
back time.
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Fig. 9. Weighted Random Stride routing scheme.
7. Privacy-aware routing schemes

Inspired by the traceback time analysis for the routing
strategies, we discuss two privacy-aware routing schemes
in this section. The first routing scheme is called Random
Parallel (RP) routing. The strategy is to randomly disperse
the source messages into a number of pre-determined par-
allel routing paths, so that the adversary’s traceback pro-
gress is deterred due to the fact that the adversary can
only perform traceback on a certain routing path. As dis-
cussed previously, the pre-determined routing paths are
difficult to deploy in a large scale sensor network. There-
fore, we propose the second routing scheme, Weighted
Random Stride (WRS) routing. WRS routing allows the
messages to be routed in a splicing network, which is more
practical and natural for sensor networks and requires only
a little deployment information.

7.1. Random Parallel routing

Random Parallel routing is a straightforward privacy-
aware routing scheme which is shown in Fig. 6. Every sen-
sor is pre-assigned n parallel routing paths starting from
that sensor and ending at the sink. We assume the arrange-
ment of these n routes satisfies the energy budget. As we
discussed in the previous section, the message distribution
strategy at the source node is to give the adversary the
same traceback time on any routing path. In particular,
when the energy budget is large enough, the message
probabilities p1; p2; . . . ; pn are arranged in such a way that
l1=p1 ¼ l2=p2 ¼ � � � ¼ ln=pn. The adversary traceback time
on any path is l1=p1.

In RP, any two paths should be well separated so that
the adversary cannot detect the message transmission on
multiple paths at the same time. In practice, the message
routing should be restricted to a small area due to the
power constraint and security concerns. For simplicity,
we use a rectangular routing zone for each sensor. Once
the size of the rectangular routing zone is fixed, the num-
ber of routing paths and their lengths can be determined.
As a result, the message distribution probability for each
random parallel path can be determined during the
deployment. The main advantage of RP routing is that
the messages can be evenly and well dispersed in the des-
ignated routing zone to deter the adversary’s traceback
progress. However, the RP routing method itself reveals
the approximate location of the source node to the adver-
sary. Suppose the adversary starts at the sink; he can
quickly identify the direction of the source node by only
tracing back several messages on any one of the routing
paths. Since all routing paths are parallel, the direction of
any routing path will lead the adversary to quickly locate
the source node. Another disadvantage of RP routing is that
each sensor has to have global routing path knowledge be-
cause the parallel paths are different for different source
nodes.

7.2. Weighted Random Stride routing

The intuition of the Weighted Random Stride (WRS)
routing scheme is based on the max–min rule in the splic-
ing network, as discussed in the previous section. The goal
is to give the adversary the same traceback time on differ-
ent tracing paths between any two sensor nodes in the net-
work. As we discussed previously, given the network
global topology, we can apply Kirchhoff’s Rules to derive
the message distribution for every routing path. In prac-
tice, however, it is very difficult to derive the results for a
large scale sensor network due to a number of restrictions.
For example, the global topology of sensor locations is very
hard to get, and the topology itself also changes a lot over
time due to the nature of wireless links. We propose an
efficient, light-weight, yet robust WRS scheme to approxi-
mately achieve the above goal. The design of the WRS rout-
ing scheme considers the fact that sensor network is a
splicing network. Instead of distributing the messages to
a number of fixed parallel paths as described in RP, WRS
scheme allows each individual sensor to make the routing
decision locally and independently, with very little deploy-
ment information.

To ease the explanation, we use the example shown in
Fig. 9 to describe WRS routing. There are two parameters
specified in message routing: the forwarding angle and
the stride. The forwarding angle is the angle between the
projected forwarding route and the line connecting the for-
warding node and the sink. When a sensor node S1 trans-
mits a message to the sink (here S1 can be either a
source node or an intermediate forwarding node), it first
randomly picks a forwarding angle a, and selects the
neighbor S2 (matching the forwarding angle) as the next
hop. The stride is defined as the number of hops associated
with the forwarding angle selected by the transmitting
node S1. In this example, S1 selects the stride value 3. When
S2 receives the message from S1, it notices that the stride is
not finished yet, so S2 picks its neighbor S3 as the next hop
since S3 fits the forwarding angle. This procedure continues
until the message reaches S4. S4 finds that the stride is fin-
ished, so it randomly picks another forwarding angle and
starts a new stride.
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It is not difficult to see that a larger forwarding angle
leads to a potentially longer routing path. Therefore, differ-
ent forwarding angles should be picked with different
probabilities. In WRS, nodes are arranged to pick a larger
forwarding angle with a higher probability. In this way,
more messages will be distributed to longer paths so as
to deter the adversary’s traceback. For practical reasons,
we do not require the node to store all forwarding proba-
bilities for every different angle. Instead, we make the fol-
lowing arrangement as shown in Fig. 10 to simplify the
procedure. We divide the right half-disc of the node radio
coverage (suppose the sink is on the right side, so the node
always picks the next hop that is located in the right half-
disc) into a number of sectors (six in our example). Now,
we randomly pick a sector instead of an angle. Once a sec-
tor is picked, the forwarding node selects its neighbor in
the corresponding sector that makes the largest forward-
ing step. Similarly, the probability of selecting the sectors
is different. For the example as shown in Fig. 10, sectors
0 and 5 are most likely to be picked, while sectors 2 and
3 have the lowest probability. In our simulation below,
the probability of selecting sectors 0 and 1 is three times
and twice of that of selecting sector 2, respectively.

7.3. Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed the privacy-aware routing
schemes, we implement both RP routing and WRS routing
in our customized simulator. For the purpose of compari-
son, we implement a baseline Random Walk (RW) routing
scheme which is adopted by Phantom routing [28,6]. In
RW routing, the forwarding node randomly and uniformly
picks one of its neighbors as the next hop. To make sure the
messages will finally reach the sink, each intermediate
node always forwards to the neighbor that is closer to
the sink.

7.3.1. Simulation setup and metrics
We deploy a large scale sensor network. Sensors are

randomly and uniformly distributed in the sensor network.
The radio transmission range of the sensor is fixed at 10 m.
On average, each sensor has about 20 neighbors. Due to
power constraints, message routing should be restricted
in a routing zone. As shown in Fig. 11, we assign a rectan-
gular routing zone for the source node. All messages trans-
mitted from the source node should be confined in the
rectangular area. The length of the field, L, is the distance
between the source node and the sink. In the simulation,
we fix L to be 800 m. W is the width of the field. The value
of W is determined by the energy budget in the network. In
the simulation, we change the width from 200 m to 600 m
for comparing the performance under different energy
budget setups.

Once the width of the routing zone is determined, the
routing paths in RP routing can be fixed. In the simulation,
we arrange any two adjacent routing paths in RP routing to
be separated from each other by 20 m so that the adversary
can only trace the message on one routing path as long as
his radio detection range is no more than 20 m.

In the simulation, we fix the message rate of the source
node at a fixed value, so that we use the number of mes-
sages as the metric to measure the adversary traceback
performance. We record the number of messages the
source node has sent until the adversary successfully lo-
cates the source node. There is only one adversary in the
simulation. Two radio detection ranges, 10 m and 20 m,
are considered.

7.3.2. Simulation results
We perform the first set of adversary traceback simula-

tion, with the adversary detection range of 10 m, for RW,
RP and WRS routing, respectively. The routing zone length
(the distance between the source node and the sink) is
fixed at 800 m. The width is changed from 200 m to
600 m for different energy budget. In the simulation, the
adversary always starts tracing from the sink. Once the
adversary detects a message transmission, he immediately
moves to the location of the transmitting node and waits
for the next detection. The traceback ends as soon as the
adversary successfully reaches the source node. For each
test, the adversary successfully performs traceback for
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Fig. 13. The adversary’s traceback time with Random Parallel routing,
when the detection range is 10 m.
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Fig. 15. The adversary’s traceback time with Random Walk routing, when
the detection range is 20 m.
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1000 times. We record the average traceback time (in term
of the number of messages) and the standard deviation.

The result of the adversary traceback performance is
illustrated in Figs. 12–14, respectively. Fig. 12 clearly
shows that the privacy preservation characteristic of RW
routing does not change when the routing zone width
changes. The adversary traceback time stays around 1000
messages when the routing zone width expands from
200 m to 600 m. This phenomenon indicates that pure ran-
dom walk routing is independent of the routing zone size.
The random walk scheme is not aware of the routing zone
change and cannot exploit the extra energy budget to pre-
vent the adversary’s traceback.

In comparison, the traceback time in RP routing in-
creases as the routing zone becomes larger. The reason is
that the routing paths are well dispersed in RP routing.
When the zone size increases, the source node will have
more routing paths to which to distribute the messages.
Therefore, the adversary has less probability of detecting
the message at a specific location, so that the traceback
time is longer. Fig. 13 demonstrates that the adversary
consistently needs more messages to perform a trace as
the routing zone width increases. Given the exact same
routing zone width changing from 200 m to 600 m, the
adversary traceback time increases linearly from 775 mes-
sages to 2424 messages, a much better performance than
RW routing.

In WRS routing, we set the stride value to 5. Similarly to
Fig. 10, each node has six forwarding sectors, the probabil-
ity ratio of selecting the forwarding sector is 3:2:1, which
means the probability of choosing sectors 0 and 5 is three
times more than that for sectors 2 and 3. Differently from
the RP routing scheme, WRS allows most of the sensor
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Fig. 14. The adversary’s traceback time with WRS routing, when the
detection range is 10 m.
nodes in the routing zone to participate in the message for-
warding. Recall that there are a fixed number of routing
paths in RP routing, so the number of participating sensor
nodes is limited to those on the routing paths. Therefore,
WRS routing yields better traceback time performance
than RP routing because the adversary is more confused
by many more forwarding sensor nodes from different
directions. As we can see in Fig. 14, the adversary has to
spend more time to successfully determine the source
node location. When the zone width is between 200 m
and 500 m, it takes more than twice the traceback time
as in RP for the adversary to locate the source node. One
may notice that the traceback time decreases when the
routing zone width changes from 500 m to 600 m. We call
this phenomenon saturation. In our simulation, we find
that saturation happens when the zone width is around
500 m. The reason is that the messages cannot reach the
additional area when the zone width increases from
500 m to 600 m. In other words, WRS cannot take advan-
tage of the extra energy budget under this situation. We ar-
gue that the energy budget is normally very tight so that
the chance of saturation is very rare.

In the second set of traceback simulation, the adver-
sary’s detection range is doubled to 20 m. Figs. 15–17 illus-
trate the adversary’s traceback performance with 20 m
detection range. As we can see, compared to the first set
of results, the traceback time in RW and WRS routing re-
duces more than four times. The reason is that the adver-
sary’s effective detection area size increases quadratically
when his detection range extends linearly. Interestingly,
we find the adversary traceback time in RP routing does
not reduce as much as that in RW and WRS. Recall that
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Fig. 16. The adversary’s traceback time with parallel routing, when the
detection range is 20 m.
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Fig. 17. The adversary’s traceback time with random routing, when the
detection range is 20 m.
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we intentionally arrange the routing paths to be separated
for approximately 20 m from each other in RP. When the
adversary’s detection range increases from 10 m to 20 m,
the adversary can detect the messages on at most three
consecutive paths. That explains why the traceback time
in RP reduces by about three times when the adversary
detection range becomes 20 m.

As explained in Section 6, many times the minimal
traceback time is more critical and practical. Finally, we
examine the worst case traceback time for the three rout-
ing schemes when the adversary’s detection range is 10 m.
Among the 1000 adversary’s traceback simulation, we pick
the fastest traceback and plot the figure shown in Fig. 18.
As we can see, RW routing has the worst performance in
the worst case. It only takes 570 messages for the adver-
sary to reach the source location. When the routing zone
width increases to 600 m from 200 m, this number in-
creases only slightly to 688 messages. Interestingly, RP
routing has similar worst case performance as that of RW
when the routing zone size is small. However, with the
routing zone size enlarged, the worst case traceback time
increases quickly. For example, when the width is broad-
ened to 400 m from 200 m, the worst case traceback time
increases to 890 from 531 messages. Compared to RW
and RP routing, WRS achieves the best worst case perfor-
mance as expected. When the routing zone width is within
200–500 m, the worst case traceback time increases from
985 messages to 2406 messages, about twice the number
of messages in RP. Again, saturation happens when the
width becomes 300 m, and the minimum traceback time
is moderately reduced to 2287 messages, which is still
much higher than RP.
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Fig. 18. The adversary’s minimum traceback time with the detection
range of 10 m.
7.4. Power consumption overhead

Both the RP and WRS routing protocols improve loca-
tion privacy by dispersing the messages into different rout-
ing paths. Compared with message routing in the greedy
shortest-path routing normally used in sensor networks,
the messages in RP and WRS travel a longer distance (or
more hops) and therefore consume more energy. Now,
we investigate the power consumption overhead in both
privacy-aware routing schemes.

Since the amount of energy consumption is propor-
tional to the number of hops in the routing path, we denote
Cp ¼ Lp=L as the power consumption competitive ratio of
the privacy-aware routing scheme to shortest-path rout-
ing, where L is the distance (or hop counts) between the
source node and the sink, and Lp is the average routing
path length in the specific routing scheme, either RW, RP
or WRS.

We run the simulation for all three routing schemes:
RW, RP and WRS, as well as the shortest-path routing
scheme as the base scheme. We continue to use the rectan-
gular sensor field with length of 800 m and the width
changing from 200 m to 600 m. In each of above simula-
tion, 1000 messages are routed from the source to the sink,
the average number of hops are recorded, and correspond-
ing power consumption competitive ratios are presented
in Fig. 19.

It is not a surprise to see that all three privacy routing
schemes consume more energy than the base shortest path
scheme. What surprises us is that RW has a larger power
consumption overhead than RP and WRS, while its anti-
traceback performance is much worse (as we discussed
previously). The reason can be explained as follows. In
RW, each forwarding node equally and randomly selects
one of its neighbors (who have a shorter distance to the
sink) as the next hop, so the next hop node may not be
the one (among the neighbors) that is closest to the sink.
As a result, the message forwarding efficiency could be
low because it may cost two hops to forward a message
which otherwise could be directly routed in just one hop.

Comparatively, the power consumption overhead in RP
is very small, just 23% more than the base routing scheme.
At the first glance, RP seems more appealing due to the
advantage of its low power consumption overhead. How-
ever, as we discussed in Section 7.1, RP is not suggested
for practical sensor deployment because all routing paths
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Fig. 19. The power consumption comparison among RW, RP and WRS
routing schemes.
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are parallel with each other, so the routing paths in RP and
the corresponding source node location may be easily de-
rived by an adversary after collecting initial network traffic
activities.

The WRS scheme, on the other hand, has a larger power
consumption overhead and needs around 82% over the
base scheme. In fact, the energy overhead of WRS is the
trade-off for location privacy. Given the location privacy
protection performance of increasing the adversary trace-
back time from 10 to 40 times (for the corresponding net-
work settings), we believe the approximately 82% energy
overhead is a good price for the privacy.
8. Adversary sensor network

In this section, we extend our discussion to an extreme
adversary model. Instead of placing a certain number of
monitoring subjects, the adversary is able to deploy a sen-
sor network to monitor the activities of the sensors in any
location in the network. The adversary network is not pur-
posed to detect what our network is monitoring, but it is
interested in what assignment our network is involved
with and in particular the location of the object that is
our network’s concern. In this scenario, the adversary is ex-
tremely powerful in identifying the monitored object by
profiling the network communication activities and ana-
lyzing and mining the spatio-temporal relationship among
all network communications.

We observe that all of the sensors should transmit their
packets at the same rate to prevent the adversary network
from detecting any anomaly that may be identified as the
data source or the monitored object. Any node (or location)
exhibiting more messages in a period encourages close
scrutiny and is exposed to a risk of disclosing the moni-
tored object. The solution we propose in this section is to
regulate the sensor message transmission rate in a con-
trolled way so that each node (or location) cannot be dis-
tinguished by examining the message rate in a period.
Each sensor has a scheduled time slot to transmit a fixed
amount of messages during a predefined period. In the
next period, the sensor will transmit again in the same
scheduled time slot. If the sensor has a data message to
transmit or relay, it has to wait for its time slot. Otherwise,
the sensor still needs to transmit dummy messages if no
data messages are available. In this way, all of the sensors
have the same message transmission rate in a period.
Again, the transmitted messages are all encrypted in a cer-
tain way so that the adversary is not able to know the con-
tent of any message, but the recipient of the next hop
sensor knows a message is destined to it by listening to
the message head.

We assume that the clocks on each sensor are well syn-
chronized so that they agree on the message transmission
schedule. The scheduled time slot for transmission is a
pseudo-random function of the node ID so that each node
knows the scheduled transmission slot for any node. Our
goal is to design a routing strategy to route messages from
the source to the sink with average message delay under
the constraints of the controlled transmission schedule.
Our algorithms are centralized, assuming that network
topology is known to the node who calculates the routing
assignment.

8.1. Problem

For easy exposition, we assume the data messages are
generated at the same time in a bursty fashion. Our algo-
rithm can be easily extended to the case that messages
are generated at a certain rate. Our goal is to distribute
those messages to the sensors in proximity so that the total
delay that those messages go through is minimized. Sup-
pose the source is labeled as ‘‘0” and the sink is labeled
as ‘‘n”. Strictly speaking, the source is not a sensor, instead
it is a conceptual node for easy explanation. The source
node connects to the sensors that are in its proximity
and can monitor the source for data generation. Since it
is a dummy node, we assume the source can send data to
the nearby sensors without capacity or rate constraints.

Assume every sensor sends one message per T time
units. Let ti ¼ f ðiÞ be the schedule transmission slot of node
i, where ti 2 ½0; TÞ and f is a pseudo-random function. Node
i will send a message at time t if t � tiðmodTÞ. We define dij

as the delay at j if i sends a message to j directly

dij ¼ ðtj þ T � tiÞ modT:

The network is modeled as a graph GðV ; EÞ, where each
edge ðeij 2 EÞ connects two nodes ði; j 2 VÞ within the com-
munication range. We assign dij as the weight to edge eij.
Let 0 and n be the labels of the source and destination of
the messages, respectively

d0j ¼ ðtj þ T � tstartÞ modT for any edge e0j and
din ¼ 0 for any edge ein connected to the sink;

where tstart is the starting time for the source to generate
data messages. Our goal is to find routing paths that deliver
messages from the source to the sink with the minimum
average delay, i.e., the total delay of all messages. It is evi-
dent that sending one message with the minimum delay is
equivalent to finding the shortest path from the source to
the destination in the weighted graph G. In the following,
we investigate how to route multiple messages.

8.2. Multiple messages

If we have k > 1 messages to send, one solution is to
send all of them through the shortest path. However, due
to the schedule constraint, every message arrives at the
destination T time later than the previous message. There
may exist a more efficient solution, which uses multiple
paths, instead of repeatedly using the shortest path, to re-
lay the k messages. A solution S of this problem consists of
a set of paths P ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; pm;m 6 kg and the corre-
sponding message loads on the paths M ¼ fM1;M2; . . . ;

Mmg. In order to avoid message collision, the paths in our
solution are node disjoint. Our objective is to minimize
the average/total delay of all messages. In other words,
our goal is to find a set of disjoint paths and assign message
loads to each of them, such that the total delay can be
minimized.

Our algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. We aim to find L
node-disjoint routes to transmit messages. During every
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time slot of T, we inject one message to each of these L
routes. Let li be the length of route pi. The total delay of this
strategy can be expressed as

XL

i¼1

li þ
XL

i¼1

li þ L � T
 !

þ
XL

i¼1

li þ L � 2T

 !
þ � � �

¼ k
L

X
li þ

kT
2

� �
� kT

2
;

where
P

li is the length summary of all selected paths. Let
SN be the set of nodes within communication range of the
source, SN ¼ fjje0j 2 Eg. In Algorithm 1, we enumerate all of
the possible number of routes in the outer loop, which is
upper-bounded by jSNj. For each value of L, we find a set
of L node-disjoint paths, such that

P
li is minimized. This

problem is equivalent to the minimum k node-disjoint
paths problem in graph theory. The existing algorithms,
e.g., [29–32], can be applied to our problem. After checking
all possible values of L, we finally obtain a solution with the
minimum total delay, which is stored in variable opt.

Algorithm 1. Find the optimal solution

for L ¼ 1 to jSNj do

Find L node-disjoint paths that the total length is
minimized
min ¼ total length of L paths

if minþkT
2

L < opt then

opt ¼ minþkT
2

L

L0 ¼ L
end if

end for
opt ¼ opt � k� kT

2

In the following, we show the performance of the
approximate algorithm. We use fP;Mg to represent our
solution, where the route set P is obtained by the k
node disjoint path algorithm and the message load on
each route is the same, i.e., Mi ¼ k

L0, where L0 records
the value of L yielding the optimal solution. We use a
function DðP;MÞ to denote the total delay of solution
fP;Mg. In our algorithm, opt ¼ DðP;MÞ. Let fP�;M�g be
the optimal solution. In the following, we compare our
solution with the optimal one and show opt is very
close to DðP�;M�Þ.

Let P� ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; pLopt
g and M� ¼ fM1;M2; . . . ;MLoptg,

where Lopt is the number of routes used in the optimal
solution. Let li be the length of pi. The total delay of
fP�;M�g is

DðP�;M�Þ ¼
XLopt

i¼1

XMi

j¼1

li þ ðj� 1ÞT

¼
X

i

Mili þ
MiðMi � 1Þ

2
T

� �

¼
X

i

Mili þ
T
2

X
i

M2
i �

kT
2
: ð21Þ

For each path pi, the delay of the last message is
li þ TðMi � 1Þ. We can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For any two distinct paths pi 2 P� and pj 2 P�

jðli þ TðMi � 1ÞÞ � ðlj þ TðMj � 1ÞÞj 6 T:

Proof 4. Proof is omitted due to page limits. h

Corollary 1. For any two distinct paths pi 2 P� and pj 2 P�

lj � li

T
� 1 6 Mi �Mj 6 1� lj � li

T
:

Let pmin be the path with the minimum length, i.e.,

lmin 6 li; i – min:

Accordingly, the message load on pmin is denoted as Mmin.
We can prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Mmin is the maximum among the optimal
message loads of all paths

Mmin P Mi; i – min:

Proof 5. Proof is omitted due to page limits. h

Now, let us consider another solution, where the route set
is the same as P�, but the message load on each route is the
same. We use M0 to indicate this message distribution, i.e.,
M0

i ¼ k
Lopt

. The following lemma shows the performance of
this solution.

Lemma 3. When k is large,

DðP�;M�Þ > 1� Loptðlmax � lminÞ
kT

� �
DðP�;M0Þ;

where lmax and lmin are the longest and shortest path in P�,
respectively.

Proof 6. According to Corollary 1, Mi 6 Mmin � li�lmin
T � 1.

Recall Eq. (21), the first term is

X
i

Mili P
X
ðMmin � 1� li � lmin

T
Þli

¼ ðMmin � 1Þ
X

li �
X li � lmin

T
li:

Since Mmin is the maximum message load, it must be great-
er than the average load k

Lopt
. Therefore,

X
i

Mili P
k
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X
li �

lmax � lmin

T
�
X

li;

where lmax is the longest path among the path set. Thus,
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Since
P

Mi ¼ k, we knowX
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:

Therefore, we have
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Table 1
Length of shortest 16 paths between the source and the sink.

Path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Hops 87 88 89 89 89 89 89 89
Path 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Hops 90 90 90 90 91 91 92 93
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Fig. 20. Time delay for delivering various number of messages from the
source node to the sink, given a different number of paths.
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the value of the total delay only depends on
P

li and Lopt . In
Algorithm 1, we enumerate all possible values of L, which
include Lopt , and try to minimize

P
li. Thus, opt in Algo-

rithm 1 must be no more than DðP�;M0Þ, i.e.,

opt 6 DðP�;M0Þ < kT
kT � Loptðlmax � lminÞ

DðP�;M�Þ:

Therefore, when k is large, our solution is very close to the
optimal solution in terms of total message delay.

8.3. Evaluation

To defend against traffic monitoring by the adversary
sensor network, all sensors have to transmit messages
periodically (in T time units) as long as there is a message
to be delivered to the sink. As a result, message delivery
becomes a very energy consuming task. Therefore, we
want to keep the message delivery time as short as possi-
ble. In this subsection, we examine the efficiency of our
proposed L-disjoint path message delivery solution
through simulation.

We set up a rectangular sensor network similar to that
presented in Fig. 11, with a length of 800 m and a width
of 200 m. Once the sensor network is deployed, the sink
can calculate the optimal routing solution as we proposed
for each sensor node. We assume each sensor node receives
the routing provisioning from the sink, so that there is no
processing delay while routing the message from a specific
source node to the sink (the routing path is predetermined).

In the simulation, we measure the total amount of time
for the source node to successfully deliver various numbers
of messages to the sink. Note that the message delivery
time here is different from the total delay we discussed
in the previous subsection (which is solely for simplifying
the analysis). Here, the time is the real world time delay for
the source node to deliver the messages to the sink.

We randomly and uniformly deploy 10,000 sensor
nodes in the rectangular sensor field. We run the algorithm
presented in the previous subsection and find a total of
k ¼ 16 paths. The length of the 16 paths is shown in Table 1.

Given the 16 routing paths, we estimate the time delay
for the source node to deliver various numbers of messages
to the sink. For simplicity, we set T to 1 s. Each sensor node
is allowed to transmit either a real message or a dummy
message in 1 s. For example, as shown in Table 1, the short-
est path between the source and the sink is 87 hops. It thus
takes 87 s for the source node to transmit one message to
the sink. Now, we compare the message delivery time gi-
ven a different number ðkÞ of paths, and plot the results
in Fig. 20.

As we can see, when there is only one message to be
sent, the message delivery time is the same for different
k. As the number of messages increases, however, we start
to notice a difference in time delay. Considering that we
have 10 messages to deliver, if k ¼ 1, all messages have
to be sent through the only path; it therefore takes nine ex-
tra time cycles to delivery 10 messages, for a total of 96 s. If
k ¼ 2, the source node sends five messages to one of two
paths, so the total delay is 92 s. We can get the results
for other three cases in a similar fashion.

Interestingly, we notice that the time delay for k ¼ 16 is
larger than that of k ¼ 8 when the number of messages is
less than 50. The reason is that, as we can find in Table 1,
the longest path length of 16 paths is 93 hops, while the
longest path length of eight paths is only 89 hops. As we
discussed in the previous section, our algorithm assigns
the same message load to each path, so that the longest
path in k ¼ 16 takes an extra four cycles to deliver a mes-
sage compared to the longest path in k ¼ 8. As a result, the
time delay for k ¼ 16 is larger when the number of mes-
sages is small. The advantage of k ¼ 16 starts to show
when the number of messages is more than 60.

Overall, multi-pathing does help to reduce the message
delivery time, which in turn reduces the energy consump-
tion of the sensor network. However, it does not mean
more paths will bring more benefits. If k becomes larger,
the longest path length may be very long, which could in-
crease the message delivery time. As shown in Fig. 20, the
message delivery time for eight paths and 16 paths is very
close. Sixteen paths do not bring significant benefit over
eight paths.
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9. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the location privacy problem
in sensor networks. We formulate the problem as an opti-
mization problem in terms of the average traceback time
and minimal traceback time for the adversary to reach
the message source starting from the sink. We show that
the traceback time is related to the number of sensor nodes
involved in routing. We give routing strategies to maxi-
mize the average and minimal traceback time for a set of
fixed routes. Based on it, we propose the WRS, a privacy-
aware routing protocol. Our simulation results show that
WRS significantly hampers the adversary’s traceback pro-
gress compared with the Random Walk scheme. We also
extend the adversary model to a more powerful one in
which an adversary sensor network is deployed to monitor
our sensor network communication activities. We show an
approximation algorithm to route messages with minimal
average delay.
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